**15th BUILD UP Skills European exchange meeting**

**SESSION 1B: Taking stock of the national Status Quo Analyses – focus on the quantitative elements (26 October 16:15 – 17:45)**

**room Zinneke, 2nd floor**

**Aim of the session:**

This session will gather 13 projects from call 2021 and 1 from call 2022, that are working on the update of the national status quo. The call 2021 projects have delivered their status quo recently, and these will be presented and discussed, with a focus on the quantitative part of the analysis (workforce and skills gaps).

| 16:15 – 16:20 | Welcome, introduction  
|               | Amandine DE COSTER-LACOURT, Project Advisor, CINEA |
| 16:20 – 16:45 | Presenting examples of national Status Quo Analysis methodology and results (workforce and skills gaps analysis):  
|               | - CRO Skills RELOAD (Croatia) – Matija DUIC, – Policy Officer, Croatian Chamber of Trades & Crafts HOK  
|               | - BUS2 France – Emilie ANDORNO, Project Manager, ADEME  
|               | - Q&A with participants |
| 16:45 – 17:45 | Reflecting on the way forward:  
|               | • How to collect the missing data (if applicable for your country)?  
|               | • Introducing a common table with key national indicators in the executive summary  
|               | - CINEA will presents the draft table (00:05)  
|               | - Discussions in 3 parallel sub-groups (00:25) moderated by:  
|               |   o Zoé WILDIERS, Senior Project Advisor, CINEA  
|               |   o Pierre-Antoine VERNON, Project Advisor, CINEA  
|               |   o Piotr WAIS, Project Advisor, CINEA  
|               | - Results from group discussions & next steps (00:30) |